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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we consider a class of variational inequality problems for monotone type 
mappings. By using one coercive assumption which is weaker than the one used in [1], we establish 
some existence results of solutions to variational inequality problems with generalized pseudomono- 
tone mappings, generalized pseudomonotone p rturbation and T-pseudomonotone perturbation of
maximal monotone mappings, respectively. (~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
The theory of monotone mappings and variational inequalities has many applications in industry, 
physical science, optimization and control, social science, etc. This theory has attracted a lot 
of people to deal with it (see [2-10]). By using existence results of variational inequalities for 
monotone type mappings, we can establish surjectivity results for the corresponding monotone 
type mappings. For example, Huang and Zhou [11] studied the variational inequalities with a 
sum of a maximal monotone mapping T and a T-pseudomonotone mapping To, and, under some 
coercive conditions, obtained the surjectivity results of perturbed maximal monotone mappings, 
which extend and improve the corresponding results of [12-14]. Recently, the maximal mono- 
tone mappings and their perturbations have been studied by Guan, Kartsatos and Skrypnik (see 
[15-18]). In [15,16], by using some coercive condition which is weaker than the one in Browder's 
result (see [1]), Guan et al. obtained the range theory involving generalized pseudomonotone 
perturbat ions of maximal monotone operators. Enlightened by [11,15,16], we consider varia- 
t ional inequality problems with generalized pseudomonotone mappings and perturbed maximal 
monotone mappings in this paper. Under the more general coercive condition used by [15,16], 
we establish some existence results of solutions of variational inequality problems for generalized 
pseudomonotone mappings and generalized pseudomonotone p rturbat ion of maximal monotone 
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mappings respectively. Moreover, by using the generalized Yosida approximations of a maximal 
monotone mapping T, we obtain an existence result of a solution of the variational inequality 
problem with T-pseudomonotone p rturbation of the maximal monotone mapping T. 
In the following, let X be a real reflexive Banach space, X* its dual space. We assume that the 
space X has been renormed so that X and its dual space are locally uniformly convex. Denote 
the norms of X and X* by [[. [[. For x 6 X and x* E X*, the symbol <x*, x) stands for the value 
of x* at x. Let Y be another real Banach space. For a multivalued mapping T : X --* 2 Y, we set 
D(T)  = {x • X :  Tx ~ 0}, 
R(T)  = U{Tx:x  • D (T)}, 
and 
G (T) = {[x, u] : x 6 D (T) , u e R(T)} .  
T : X ~ 2 v is said to be finitely continuous if T is upper semicontinuous from the topology 
of each finite-dimensional subspace F of X to the weak topology of Y. We use the standard 
notation "un ~ uo" to denote the strong convergence of a sequence un in X to u and "un ~ uo" 
to denote the weak convergence, i.e., for any f 6 X*, we have (f, un) --+ (f, u>. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let T : X ~ 2 x" be a multivalued mapping. 
(i) T is said to be monotone if, for any x, y 6 D(T),  the inequality (w - v, x - y) >_ 0 holds 
for all w 6 T (x ) ,v  6 T(y); A monotone mapping T is said to be maximal monotone, if 
the inequality (w - v ,x  - y} >_ 0 (V[y,v] 6 G(T)) implies x 6 D(T)  and w 6 T(x).  
(ii) T is said to be pseudomonotone if, T satisfies 
(ml) T(x)  is a nonempty, bounded, closed, and convex subset of X* for each x E D(T);  
(m2) T is finitely continuous; 
(m3) for each {yj} C D(T),  wj 6 T(yj)  satisfying yj --~ Yo 6 X and 
l imsup (wj, yj - Y0) _< 0, 
j--* OO 
then, for every x 6 X, there exists w(x) • T(yo), such that 
(w (x), Y0 - x) _< lim inf (wj, yj - x) ; 
j~oo  
(iii) T is said to be generalized pseudomonotone if, (ml)  given above is satisfied and, for every 
pair of sequences {9j}, {wj} such that wj 6 T(yj) ,  yj ~ flo, wj --~ wo, and 
l imsup (wj, yj - Yo) -< O, 
j--cO0 
then, we have Wo 6 T(yo) and (wj,yj)  -* (wo, yo); 
(iv) T is said to be of class (S)+ if, (ml)  given above is satisfied and for {Y3} c D(T),  
Yj ~ Yo E X ,  wj E T(yj )  satisfying limsupj__.oo(wj,y j - Yo) <_ 0 implies that yj --* YO. 
(v) T is said to be quasibounded if, t'or each M > 0 there exists K ( M)  > 0 such that whenever 
[u, w] lies in the G(T) and (w, u) < M[tu]l , []u[I < M, then ]]wl[ _< K(M) .  
(vi) T is said to be demicontinuous if  each Yn ~ Yo, wn 6 T(y,d, there exists a subsequence 
{wk} C {wn} such that wk ~ Wo 6 T(yo). 
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DEFINITION 1.2. A single valued mapping To : X ~ X* is said to be T-pseudomonotone in 
Browder's sense (see [19]), if t:or V {yj} C X,  yj --~ y E X and a bounded sequence {wj} with 
wj E T(yj) ,  satisfying li-'m(T0(yj), yj - y) <_ O. Then, To(yj) ~ To(y) and (To(yj), yj - y) ~ O. 
A pseudomonotone mapping is generalized pseudomonotone, and a maximal monotone map- 
ping is also generalized pseudomonotone (see, e.g., [6]). For basic properties of mappings of 
monotone type, we refer to [1,2,6,20]. 
Let (I) be the set of all continuous and strictly increasing functions ¢ : R+ ~ R+ with ¢(0) = 0 
and limr--.c¢ ¢(r) = oo. Let ¢ E • and define J¢ : X --+ 2 x" as follows: 
J~(x )  = {=*  E X*  : (x* ,x )  = IIx*ll I1=11 ,t l=*ll  = ¢(11=11))- (1.1) 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem, J¢(x) # 0, for any x E X. Since the space X and its dual are 
assumed to be locally uniformly convex, the duality mapping J¢ is single-valued and bicontinuous. 
From [7], J¢ is monotone, and is a mapping of class (S)+. 
The following lemma can be found in [7, Lemma 1]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let E be a Banach space, {Xn} a sequence in E, and {an} a sequence of positive 
constants with an --* 0 as n -~ oo. Fix r > 0 and assume that for every h E E* with IIh]l <- 7' 
there exists a constant Ch, such that (h,x,~) <_ an[[xnll + Ch, for a11 n. Then, the sequence {x~} 
is bounded. 
Let K be a closed subset of X, T : X -* 2 x* with D(T)  = K which satisfies the following 
condition. 
(a) There exists x.  E K such that 
lim inf (w ,y -x . )  >0.  
yeK, IIy]]---,oo weT(y) 
We denote A by the family of all finite-dimensional subspaces F of X, with F containing x. of 
Condition (a), ordered by inclusion. Let KF = K n F. For each F E A, we set 
VF={yEK,  there ex is tswET(y) ,  such thatVxEKF ,  (w ,x -y )  >_0} 
let 12~ be the weak closure of VF. 
LEMMA 1.2. (See [11, Lemma 2].) Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of X and let 
T : X ~ 2 x" be a multivalued mapping with D(T)  = K and T(x)  a nonempty bounded closed 
convex subset of X* for each x E K.  Suppose that T satisfies Condition (a) and for each F E A. 
T : / (F --+ 2 x• is upper semicontinuous from the topology of F to the weak topology of E*. 
Then, 
FEA 
LEMMA 1.3. Let K be a nonempty closed and convex subset of X and let T : X ~ 2 x" be a 
demicontinous mapping of (S)+ with D(T)  = K.  Assume that T satisfies Condition (a). Then. 
VIP (T, K)  has a solution, i.e., there exist yo E K,  and wo E T(yo) such that 
(wo ,x -  yo) >_ O, Vx  E K. 
PROOF. By Lemma 1.2, there exists a 
y0E N V~.-w 
FEA 
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For each x • K,  we can find a F • A such that x E F,  Yo • F, Since yo • 17~, there exists a 
{y~} C VF such that y,~ --~ Yo- By the definition of VF, there exist w,~ E T(y~) such that 
(w., x - y.) > o (1.2) 
and 
(wn, Yo - Yn} >- O. 
Consequently, 
l imsup (wn,yn - Yo) <- O. (1.3) 
Since T is a demicontinous mapping of (S)+, from (1.3) we have lim,~--.~ Yn = Yo, and there 
exists a subsequenee {wk} C {wn}, such that wk ~ wo E T(yo). Hence, by (1.2), we have 
(wo,x -  Yo) -> 0, Vx E K. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of X and let T : K --~ 2 x" be a bounded 
generalized pseudomonotone mapping with conditions (ml), (m2) and D(T) = K. Assume that T 
satisfies Condition (a). Then, VIP (T, K)  has a solution. 
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Lemma 1.3, again by Lemma 1.2, there exists a 
yoe n ~-~. 
FcA 
For each x E K, we can find a F E A such that x E F,  Yo E F,  Since Y0 E V~, there exists a 
{Yn} C VF, such that Yn -~ Yo. By the definition of VF, there exist wn E T(y~), such that (1.2) 
and (1.37 given in Lemma 1.3 hold. Since {Yn} is bounded and T is a bounded generalized 
pseudomonotone mapping, {wn} is bounded. Thus, there exists a subsequence {wk} C {wn} 
such that wk ~ Wo. From (1.37, we have wo E T(yo) and (wk, Yk) --'* {Wo, YO). Hence, by (1.2), 
we have 
(wo,x -  Yo) >_ 0, Yx • K. 
LEMMA 1.5. (See [11].) Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of X. Let T : X ~ 2 x" 
is a bounded maximal monotone mapping such that D(T) = X and To : K --~ X* is a finitely 
continuous T-pseudomonotone mapping. Assume there exists x.  E K such that the following 
condition is satisfied. 
(d) 
lira inf (w+T0(y) ,y -x . )>0.  
yEK, i[y[[-~oo weT(y) 
Then, VIP (T + To, K) has a solution. 
2. EX ISTENCE OF  VARIAT IONAL INEQUAL IT IES  
We denote by F the set of all functions/3 : I t+ -~ I t+ such that j3(r) ~ 0 as r ~ oo. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of X and T : X --* 2 x" be a bounded 
finitely continuous generalized pseudomonotone mapping with D(T) = K. Assume that T satis- 
fies the following condition. 
(b) For every s E X* with [Is[[ _< r there exists xs E K and/3 --/38 E F, such that 
inf (w  - s,  y - xs )  >_ - /3  (IlYlI)IlYl] • 
wET(y) 
Then, there exist Yo E K, and Wo E T(yo) such that 
(w0, x - yo} >_ 0, Vx E K. 
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PROOF. First, we claim that, for any [yj, wj] E G(T) satisfies yj ~ Y0 E K, 
limsup (wj,yj - yo) >_ O. (2.1) 
j--*oo 
In fact, if it is not so, there exist yj E K, wj E T(yi),y j --" Yo E K, such that 
limsup (wj, yj - Yo) < 0. (2.2) 
j--*oo 
From the boundedness and the generalized pseudomonotonicity of T, we obtain that, there exists 
a subsequence {wk} C {wj} such that wk ~ wo • T(yo), and limk--.oo(wk,yk) = (Wo,YoI. 
Therefore, 
lira (wk, Yk - Yo) = O, 
k----~ oo 
which contradicts (2.2). 
Second, we claim that T + (1/n)J¢ is a mappings of (S)+ for a fixed positive integer n and 
¢ • ~. In fact, for any [yj,wj] E G(T) and vJ E J¢(yj) satisfies yj -~ Y0 E K, 
l imsup(wj  + lv J 'y J  \ <_0. 
By (2.1), we may assume without loss of generality that 
lim (wj, yj - Y0) _> 0. j-.oo 
Thus, 
limsup (vJ' Y i j - - .oo  -Y0)<_n( l imsup(wi+\  j-oc \ ~vg,y j -  yo) -  limj_oo (w j ,y j -Yo) )  <0. 
Since J~ is a mapping of class (S)+, Yi --* yo. 
Let y • K, y ~ 0, vj E J¢(y), and w • T(y). Since T is bounded, T is quasibounded. By 
Lemma 2.1 in [16], there exists a ¢ e ¢, such that (w,y I >_ -¢(I]YH). We may choose the same 
¢ • • such that 
w+ vg, y _>-¢( ] ]y i ] )+n ¢(IlyII)I]y][= 
1) 
II~li ¢( i ly l l ) t iy l l .  
Thus, T ÷ (1/n)J¢~ satisfies Condition (a). Hence, from Lemma 1.3, there exist Yn • K, wn • 
T(yn) such that 
(w~+l jyn ,x -y~)  >_0, Vx•K.  
Consequently, 
(wn, yn - x) ~ _10  (ltYnll) ([lY~ll - Ilxtl), Vx  e K.  (2.3) 
n 
We claim that {Yn} is bounded. If is not so, then without lose of generality, we may assume 
that IIY~I[ ~ oo as n --~ oo. Since T satisfies Condition (b), from (2.3), we have 
-Z  (ll~,~ll)lly,,il -< (wn - ~,y,, -~)  
< - (s, yn - xs) - 1¢  ( l ly, ll)(llynll - Ilxsll) 
n 
_< - ( s ,  yn  - xs ) ,  
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for all large n, since IlYnll --* co as n --* co. Therefore, 
(s, yn) <_ (s, xs) + f~(llYnli)Ilynlt • 
By Lemma 1.1, {Yn} should be bounded. This contradicts ]lYnll --* CO as n ~ CO. It follows from 
the boundedness of T that {wn} is bounded. Without lose of generality, we may assume that 
Yn -~ Yo and wn ~ wo. Again, by (2.3), we get 
lim sup (wn, Yn - x) <_ 0, V x E K. (2.4) 
n*-~OO 
Thus, lim supn_cc(wn, Yn-Yo) <- O. Since T is generalized pseudomonotone mapping, w0 E T(yo) 
and l imn-.~(wn,yn)  = (wo,Yo). Therefore, by (2.4), we have (wo,x -yo)  >_ O, Vx  E K.  
It is noted that, the coercivity Condition (b) has been used in [15,16], which is weaker than 
the one in Browder's result (see [1]). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let K be a nonempty dosed convex subset of X ,  0 E K,  and let A : X ~ 2 x" 
be a max ima/monotone  mapping (not necessarily bounded) with D(A)  = X and [0, 0] E G(A), 
T : X --* 2 x• be a bounded tinitely continuous generalized pseudomonotone mapping with 
D(T)  = K.  Assume A + T satis~es Condition (b) given in Theorem 2.1. Then, VIP (A + T, K) 
has a solution. 
PROOF. By Pascali and Sburlan (6, Lemma, p. 142]), monotone mapping A : X --* 2 x" with 
0 E Int D(A)  is quasibounded. It is clear that, for any [yj, aj] E G(A) satisfies yj ~ y0 E K,  we 
have 
lim sup (aj, yj - Y0) _> 0. (2.5) 
j---)OO 
Since T is a bounded generalized pseudomonotone mapping, (2.1) given in the proof of Theo- 
rem 2.1 also holds. Since J¢ is a mapping of class (S)+. By (2.1) and (2.5), we conclude that 
A + T + (1/n) Jv  is a mappings of (S)+ for a positive integer n. 
Let y E K,  y ~ O, v j  • J¢(y), and w E T(y). The monotonicity of A and [0, 0] • G(A) imply 
that Va E A(y), (a, y) >_ O. By the boundedness of T and Lemma 2.1 in {16}, there exists a ¢ E (I) 
such that (w,y) >_ -¢(IlYlI). Since 
< 1 / < 1  / 
a+w+--  y > w+ -- y nvJ ,  -- nYJ,  
> -¢  (llyll) + !¢(llytl)11 11 n 
- I1 1i ¢ ( l l y t l ) l l y l l ,  
(2.6) 
A + T + (1/n) J¢ satisfies Condition Ca). 
wn E T(yn), and Vn E J¢(Yn), such that 
an + wn + -- Yn >0,  nVn,  X --  
Thus, 
By Lemma 1.3, there exist yn E K,  an E A(yn), 
1 
(an +wn,yn  -x )  <_ -n¢  (llyn]l) (llYnll - Ilxll), Vx E K. (2.S) 
We claim that (Yn} is bounded. If is not so, then without lose of generality, we may assume 
that ][YnH --* cx) as n --* co. Thus, ]]Ynl[ - [[x]l > 0 for all large n. Since T satisfies Condition (b). 
from (2.8), we have 
(liy ll)Ilyntl _< (xn  + wn - s,y  - x.) 
~_ Can + wn,yn -- Xs) -- (s, yn -- Xs) 
<_ - 
Vz E K. (2.7) 
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for all large n. Therefore, 
(s ,yn)  < (s,x~) + ~ (lly~[I)Ilynll • 
By Lemma 1.1, {y,~} should be hounded. This contradicts IlY,~II ~ co as n ~ co. Thus, {y,~} is 
bounded. Then, (1/n)6(l lYnl l)  --* 0 as n ~ co. It follows from the boundedness of T that {w~} 
is bounded. By (2.8), we have Ily.II < M and 
(a,~,yn) < - (W,~,yn) -- --ln¢ (llY=ll)IlY=ll < K (M)  IlY=ll , 
where M,  K(M)  are some positive constants. Recall that A is quasibounded, then Ila= II < K(M) .  
Without lose of generality, we may assume that y= --" yo, a~ --" a0, and wn ~ w0. Again, by (2.7). 
we get 
l imsup <an + w,~, y~ - Y0> < 0. (2.9) 
n~oo 
Let a • A(yo),  (a,~ - a, Yn - Yo) > O. Therefore, 
lim sup (wn, Yn - Yo) <- - lim inf (a,~ - a, Yn - Yo) + lim (a, y~ - Y0> -< 0. 
72---* C~ n"¢°°  n - - - *  oo  
Since T is generalized pseudomonotone mapping, w0 • T(yo) and limn--,oo(Wn, Yn) = (W0, Y0). 
This and (2.9) imply limsup~_.oo(a~, Yn -Y0) -< 0. By Pascali and Sburlan [6, Proposition, p. 98 
and Theorem p. 106], monotone mapping A : X --* 2 x* with D(A)  = X is pseudomonotone one. 
and hence, is a generalized pseudomonotone one. So, a0 • T(yo)  and limn~cc(a~, y~) = (a0, Y0). 
Therefore, by (2.7), we have (a0 + wo,x  - Yo) >- O, V x • K .  
THEOREM 2.3. Let K be a nonempty  dosed convex subset of  a ref lexive Banach space X ,  0 • K .  
and let T : X ~ 2 x" be a maxima/monotone mapping (not necessarily bounded) with D(T)  = X 
and [0, 0] • G(T) ,  To : X --~ 2 x" be a bounded/ in i te ly  continuous general ized pseudomonotone 
mapping with D(To) = K .  Assume To satisfies the fol lowing condition. 
(c) There exists x .  6 K,  such that  
lim inf 
ye K, IlYll--*oo veTo(y) 
Then, VIP(T  + To, K) has a solution. 
(v ,y  - x . )  
= +O0. 
Ilyll 
PROOF. For V~ > 0, we consider the generalized Yosida approximations of T: Ts = (T -1 + 
¢ j -1 ) -1 ,  where J is the duality mapping, that is J = Jr,  for ¢(x) = x, J¢ is defined by (1.1). 
By Proposition 12 in [20], Te : X -* 2 x° is a bounded maximal monotone mapping with D(T~) = 
X and 0 = T~(0), thus, T~ is a generalized pseudomonotone mapping. Let ~ E Te(x,), the 
monotonicity of Te implies that Vwe 6 T~(y), (we - ~,  y - x . )  > O. Hence, from Condition (c), 
we have 
lim inf (we + v, y - x. > 
yeX,[ly[[-.oo wteT. (y ) ,veTo(y)  [[y[[ 
> lim inf {(v ,y -x . )+(~,y -x . )}  (2.10) 
-  eX, ll lS o¢ ven( ) Ilyll 
---- q-OO. 
That is, Te + To satisfies Condition (a). By Lemma 1.4, there exist ye 6 K, we E Te(y~), and 
ve E To(ye), such that 
(we + ve ,x -  y~) > O, Vx  E K.  (2.11) 
We claim that there exists a 0 < ~ < e0, such that {ye} (e > 0) is bounded. If is not so, then 
without lose of generality, we may assume that I[Yej I[ -~ co as j --~ co, where ¢j --~ 0 as j -* oc. 
It follows from (2.10) and (2.11) that 
0 > lim inf (wej + vej, y~j - x, > 
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which is impossible. Thus, {Ye} (¢ > 0) is bounded. Consequently, (we} and {v~} are bounded 
as well. There exists aM > 0, such that ]IYetl -< M, Ilwell _< M, ][vei] _< M(0 < e < ¢o). It 
implies from the definition of Te that Ye E (T -1 + cJ-1)we. Hence, there exists x~ E D(T) such 
that we E T(x~) and ewe E J(Ye - xe), that is 
]lYe - zelI = e Hwei] _< ¢M _< CoM. (2.12) 
We have IixEI[ < (¢0 + 1)M. We may assume that Yej --~ Y0, w~j -~ w0, vej -~ v0, and xe~ ~ x0, 
where ej --~ 0 as j ~ oo. By (2.12), we get x0 = Y0 and 
lim (w~j,xe~ - Yej) = 0. (2.13) 
j~oo  
Let zD E T(yo). Since w~ E T(x~j) and T is a monotone mapping, 
Thus, 
li m inf (wej, xe~ - Y0) _> 0. (2.14) 
?---*OO 
It implies from (2.11), (2.13), and (2.14) that 
l imsup (v¢~,y~j - y0) ~ limsup ((wej + vej,yej - yo) - (w¢j,yej - yo)) 
j-.oo j~oo 
< - lim inf (we~, xe~ - y0) + 3 lim.oo (w~j'  x~ - yet ) _< 0. 
- -  j - - - *oo  '4  
It implies from the generalized pseudomonotonicity of To that v0 E To(Yo) and 
lim (vej, Yej) = (Vo, Y0). (2.15) 
j--*oo 
This, combined with (2.11) and wej E T(xe~) yields 
l imsup (we~,x~j - Yo) -< l imsup (wej,xej - Yej) + l imsup (we~, yej - Yo) -< O. 
j--,oc j--*oo j--*oo 
Thus, by the generalized pseudomonotonicity of T, we have wo E T(wo) and 
= lim (w~,xe  + lim (we. ,ye - xej) = (wo, Yo). (2.16) 
j---* c¢ 
Again using (2.11), (2.15), and (2.16), we obtain wo E T(wo), vo E To(Yo), and 
(wo+vo,x-yo)>_O, VxEK.  
THEOREM 2.4. Let T : X --* 2 x* be a maximal monotone mapping (not necessarily bounded) 
with D(T) = X and To : K --* X* be a quasibounded finitely continuous T-pseudomonotone 
mapping. Assume 0 E K and there exists x. E K such that Condition (c) given in Theorem 2.3 
is satisfied. Then, VIP (T + To, K) has a solution. 
PROOF. We still consider the generalized Yosida approximations of T: Te = (T -1 + E J - l )  -1 
Then, Te : X ~ 2 x* is a bounded maximal monotone mapping with D(T~) = X and 0 = T~(0). 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3, we can prove that T~ + To satisfies Condition (a). Thus, by 
Lemma 1.5, there exist Ye E K, we E Te(ye) such that 
(we+To(ye),x-ye)>_O, VxEK.  (2.17) 
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Similarly, {Ye}, {T0(ye)} and {we} (e > 0) are bounded. Since we • Te(ye), 
Ye • (T -1 +e J  -1) we. 
Hence, there exists x~ • D(T)  such that  w~ E T(xe)  and ewe E J(Ye - xe), that  is, 
l lxel l  < Ilye - se l l  + Ilyell = e I lwell + Ilyell • 
Thus, {xe} (¢ > 0) is bounded. Passing, if necessary, to a subsequence, we may assume that 
Yej ~ Yo, wej --~ wo, To(yej) ~ vo, and xej --~ x0, where ej --* 0 as j --* co. The generalized 
pseudomonotonity of T~ and Proposit ion 2 of [20] that  
This and (2.17) imply 
(To - _ 
l im (we~,xej - Yo) >- O. 
l imsup ((wej + To (Yej) ,Yej - Yo) - (wej,Yej  - Yo)) 
j~oo 
- l im in f  (wej ,xe j  - Yo) + l im (w~.,xe.  - Yej) j--.oo j---*c~ ~ J J 
O. 
Since To is T-pseudomonotone, we have 
lim(To(ye~), y~j) = (vo, Yo), 
and Vo = TO(Yo). Again, by (2.17), we obtain that 
l imsup (w~j,y~ i - Yo) <_ O. 
j-.oo 
Hence, lim(wEj,ye#) = (wo, Yo), and woe T(wo).  Therefore, 
(Wo + Vo ,x -  yo) > O, Vx  E K.  
REMARK 2.1. Since we establish some existence results of a solution of variational inequal- 
ity problems for generalized pseudomonotone or T-pseudomonotone p rturbat ions of maximal 
monotone mappings, by using the same method used in [11], we can obtain the surjectivity re- 
sults for generalized pseudomonotone or T-pseudomonotone p rturbat ions of maximal monotone 
mappings. 
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